In this paper, we propose new deterministic interpolation algorithms and Monte Carlo interpolation algorithms for multivariate polynomials represented by straight-line programs. Our deterministic algorithms have better complexities than existing deterministic interpolation algorithms and have similar complexities with existing probabilistic algorithms. Our Monte Carlo interpolation algorithms have better complexities than existing interpolation algorithms and are asymptotically optimal in the sense that their bit complexities are linear in the number of variables and the number of terms of the polynomials to be interpolated, when the coefficients of the polynomials are form a finite field.
Introduction
The sparse interpolation for multivariate polynomials has received considerable interest. There are two basic models for this problem: the polynomial is either given as a straight-line program (SLP) [7, 8, 9] or a more general black-box [5, 10, 14] . As pointed out in [7] , for black-box polynomials with degree d, there exist no algorithms yet, which work for arbitrary fields and have complexities polynomial in log d, while for SLP polynomials, it is possible to give algorithms with complexities polynomial in log(d).
Main results
In this paper, we propose two new deterministic interpolation algorithms for SLP polynomials. Let f ∈ R[x 1 , . . . , x n ] be an SLP polynomial with a degree bound D and a term bound T , where R is a computable ring. The complexity of our first algorithm is O ∼ (n 2 T 2 log 2 D + n 3 T log 3 D) R arithmetic operations. The complexity of our second algorithm is O ∼ (n 2 T 2 log 2 D + nT 2 log 3 D) R arithmetic operations.
We also propose two new Monte Carlo multivariate interpolation algorithms for SLP polynomials. For a given µ ∈ (0, 1), the complexity of our first algorithm is O ∼ (nT (log 3 (D log 1 µ )+ log D log 1 µ )) R arithmetic operations, and with probability at least 1 − µ, it returns the correct polynomial. In our second algorithm, R is a finite field F q and we can evaluate f in a proper extension field of F q . The complexity of our second algorithm is O ∼ (nT log 2 D(log D + log q) log 1 µ ) bit operations, and with probability at least 1 − µ, it returns the correct polynomial. These algorithms are the first ones whose complexity is linear in n and T and polynomial in log D, which means that our algorithms are asymptotically optimal in n and T . [7] nT 2 log D nT 2 log D n 2 T 4 log 2 D deterministic Randomized G & S [9] nT log D nT 2 log D n 2 T 3 log 2 D Las Vegas Arnold, Giesbrecht & Roche [2] n log T log D n 2 T log 2 D n 3 T log 3 D Monte Carlo nT log D nT log D n 2 T 2 log 2 D This paper (Thm 4.7) + + + deterministic n log T log D n 2 T log 2 D n 3 T log 3 D nT log D nT log D n 2 T 2 log 2 D This paper (Thm 5.5) + + + deterministic nT log D T log 2 (nD) nT 2 log 3 D This paper (Thm 6.9) n log T log D T log 2 (nD) LnT log 3 D Monte Carlo Table 1 : A "soft-Oh" comparison for SLP polynomials over a computable ring
In Table 1 , we list the complexities for the SLP interpolation algorithms whose complexities depend only on n, D, T and work over any computable ring. In the table, cost of probes means the number of arithmetic operations in R. Comparing to existing deterministic algorithms, the ratio of the costs of our second method with that of the algorithm given in [7] is log D nT 2 . So our second method has better complexities unless T ≤ log(D)/n, which means that f is super sparse. For instance, if D < 2 n , then our algorithm always has better complexities. Also, if n = 10 and T = 10, then our algorithm has better complexities for all D < 2 1000 . [3] Ln 2 T log 2 D(n log D + log q) yes Monte Carlo Arnold, Giesbrecht & Roche [4] Ln log D(T log D + n)(log D + log q) yes Monte Carlo +n ω−1 T log D + n ω log D This paper (Thm 4.7) Ln 2 T 2 log 2 D log q + LnT 2 log 3 D log q not Deterministic This paper (Thm 6.9) LnT log 3 D log q not Monte Carlo This paper (Thm 6.12)
LnT log 2 D(log q + log D) yes Monte Carlo Table 2 : A "soft-Oh" comparison for SLP polynomials over finite field F q
In Table 2 , we list the bit complexities for the SLP interpolation algorithms over the finite field F q . In the table, L is the size of the SLP and "field extension" means that in the probe of straight-line programs, whether elements in the extension field of F q are needed. It is easy to see that our probabilistic algorithms are the only ones which are linear in n and T . Also, our algorithms have better complexities than all Monte Carlo algorithms. Our algorithm is cubic in log D, while all algorithms except The ratio of the costs of our first Monte Carlo algorithm with that of the algorithm given in [7] is log D nT 3 . So our algorithm has better complexities in most cases.
Relation with existing work
Our approach builds on the work by Garg-Schost [7] , Giesbrecht-Roche [8] , Arnold-GiesbrechtRoche [9] , and Klivans-Spielman [11] . Four new techniques are introduced in this paper: a criterion for checking whether a term belongs to an SLP polynomial (see Section 2 for details), a deterministic method to find a "good" prime (see Section 3 for details), a new Kronecker type substitution to reduce multivariate polynomial interpolation to univariate polynomial interpolation (see Section 5.1 for details), and a probabilistic method to find a "good" integer (see Section 6.1 for details).
Grag and Schost [7] gave a deterministic interpolation algorithm for a univariate SLP polynomial f by recovering f from f mod (x p − 1) for O(T 2 log D) different primes p. The randomized Las Vegas version of this method needs O(nT log D) probes. The multivariate interpolation comes directly from the Kronecker substitution [12] .
Our first multivariate interpolation method is also based on a univariate interpolation algorithm and the Kronecker substitution. Our univariate interpolation algorithm has two major differences from that given in [7] . First, we compute f mod (x p − 1) for O(T log D) different primes p, and second we introduce a criterion to check whether a term really belongs to f . Our second multivariate interpolation method is similar to our univariate interpolation algorithm, where a new Kronecker type substitution is introduced to recover the exponents.
Giesbrecht-Roche [9] introduced the idea diversification and a probabilistic method to choose "good" primes. It improves Grag and Schost's algorithm by a factor O(T 2 ), but becomes a Las Vegas algorithm. In our Monte Carlo algorithms, we introduce the concept of "good" integer instead of the "good" prime, which is much easier to compute than "good" primes.
In Arnold, Giesbrecht, and Roche [2] , the concept of "ok" prime is introduced and a Monte Carlo univariate algorithm is given, which has complexity linear in T . The "ok" prime in [2] is probabilistic. In our deterministic method, we give a method to find an exact "ok" prime. Our Monte Carlo algorithms have the same number of probes with that of [2] , but the degrees of the univariate polynomials to be probed is T log 2 (nd) in our algorithm and is n 2 T log 2 (d) in [2] .
In Arnold, Giesbrecht, and Roche [3] , their univariate interpolation algorithm is extended to finite fields. By combining the idea of diversification, the complexity becomes better. This algorithm will be used in our second probabilistic algorithm. The bit complexity of their multivariate interpolation algorithm is cubic in n, while our algorithm is linear in n.
In Arnold, Giesbrecht, and Roche [4] , they further improve their interpolation algorithm for finite fields. By combining the random Kronecker substitution and diversification, the complexity becomes better, but still linear in n ω , where ω is the constant of matrix multiplication.
Finally, the new Kroneceker type substitution introduced in this paper is inspired by the work of Klivans-Spielman [11] , where the substitution f (q 1 x, q 2 x mod(D,p) , . . . , q n x mod(D n−1 ,p) ) was used for black-box polynomials for primes q 1 , . . . , q n . We introduced the substitution f (x, x mod(D,p) , . . . , x mod(D k−1 ,p)+p , . . . , x mod(D n−1 ,p) ) (see section 5.1 for exact definition). Our substitution has the following advantages: (1) the size of data is not changed after substitution, while the size of data in the second substitution in [11] is increased by a factor of D. (2) only arithmetic operations for the coefficients are used in our algorithm and thus the algorithm works for general computable rings, while the substitution in [11] needs factorization and R should at be a UFD at least. Comparing to the randomized Kronecker substitution used in [1] , the new substitution is deterministic.
A criterion for term testing
In this section, we give a criterion to check whether a term belongs to an SLP polynomial.
Throughout this paper, let f = c 1 m 1 + c 2 m 2 + · · · + c t m t ∈ R[X] be an SLP multivariate polynomial with terms c i m i , where R is any ring, X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } are n indeterminates, and m i , i = 1, 2, . . . , t are distinct monomials. Denote #f = t to be the number of terms of f and M f = {c 1 m 1 , c 2 m 2 , . . . , c t m t } to be the set of terms of
Since f is an SLP , during the computation of f mod (D,p) , the degree of x is always less than p. We have the following key concept.
The following fact is obvious.
, then for any prime q, cm is also not a collision in f mod (D,pq) .
Proof. It suffices to show that for any N 1 different primes p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p N 1 , there exists at least one p j , such that cm is not a collision in f mod
2 · · · x e i,n n , i = 1, 2, . . . , t. We prove it by contradiction. It suffices to consider the case of c 1 m 1 . We assume by contradiction that for every p j , j = 1, 2, . . . , N 1 , 
. We proved the lemma. Now we give a criterion for testing whether a term cm is in M f .
For the other direction, assume cm / ∈ M f . We show there exist at most
. Consider two cases: Case 1: m is not a monomial in f . Case 2: m is a monomial in f , but cm is not a term in f . Case 1. Since m is not a monomial in f , f − cm has at most T + 1 terms. By Lemma 2.3, there exist at most
Since m is a monomial in f , f − cm has the same number of terms as f . Assume the term of f with monomial m is c 1 m. By Lemma 2.3, there exist at most
As a corollary, we can deterministically recover f from f mod
Corollary 2.5 Use the notations in Theorem 2.4. We can uniquely recover f from f mod
. . , m s } be the set of all the monomials with degree less than D. So all the terms of f are in {c i m j |i = 1, 2, . . . , k, j = 1, 2, . . . , s}. By Theorem 2.4, we can check if c i m j is in M f . So we can find all the terms of f .
The above result can be changed into a deterministic algorithm for interpolating f . But the algorithm is not efficient due to the reason that s is linear in D n . In the following, we will study how to find a smaller alternative set M and give efficient interpolation algorithms.
Find an "ok" prime
In this section, we show how to find an "ok" prime p such that at least half of the terms in
to be the number of collision terms of f in f mod (D,p) . We need the following lemma from [2] .
It is easy to modify the above lemma into multivariate case.
. The corollary follows from Lemma 3.1.
Proof. Let n i be the number of collision blocks with i terms in f mod
Proof. We first claim that there exists at least one
We prove it by contradiction. Assume for j = 1, 2, . . . ,
. We prove the claim.
By Corollary 3.2, we have
We prove the theorem.
Deterministic univariate interpolation
In this section, we consider the interpolation of univariate polynomials. The algorithm works as follows. First, we use Theorem 3.4 to find an "ok" prime p such that at least half of the terms of f are not collisions in f mod (D,p) . Then, we use f mod (D,pp k ) , k = 1, 2, . . . , K D to find a set of terms containing these non-collision terms by Chinese Remaindering. Finally, we use Theorem 2.4 to pick up the terms of f .
Recovering terms from module
In this section, let f be an SLP univariate polynomial in R[x]. We will give an algorithm to recover those terms of f from f mod (D,p) , which are not collisions in f mod (D,p) . Let f be a univariate polynomial, D > degf , and p ∈ N> 0. In this case,
where
. We now introduce the following key notation
The following lemma gives the geometric meaning of U f D,p .
Proof
, conditions U1 and U2 are satisfied and the lemma is proved.
The following algorithm computes the set U f D,p .
Algorithm 4.2 (UTerms)
Step 1: Write f mod (D,p) and f mod (D,pp k ) in the following form
Step 2: Let U = {}. For i = 1, 2, . . . , γ
Step 3 Return U . Proof. In step 1, we need to do a traversal for the terms of f mod In step 2, we need to call at most T Chinese remaindering. By [13, p.290] , the cost of the Chinese remaindering algorithm is O ∼ (log D log log D). So the arithmetic operation of step 2 is O ∼ (T log D).
Since all the degrees are integers and are no more than D, the height of the data is O(log D). So the bit complexity is O ∼ (T log 2 D).
The interpolation algorithm for univariate polynomials
Now we can give the interpolation algorithm for univariate polynomials. Output: The exact form of f .
Step 1:
Step 2: Choose the first N primes p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p N . Find the smallest number K D such that
Step 3:
Step 4: Let α = max{#f j |j = 1, 2, . . . , N } and j 0 be the smallest number such that #f j 0 = α. Let h = 0.
Step 5: while α = 0 do
e: For j = 1, 2, . . . , N , let f j = f j − s mod (D,p j 0 ) . f: Let α = max{#f j |j = 1, . . . , N } and j 0 the smallest number such that #f j 0 = α.
Step Proof. We probes N univariate interpolations in step 3 and at most log 2 t log D univariate interpolations in a of step 5. The degree of f mod
In step 4, we need to find the polynomial f mod (D,p j 0 ) with the largest terms. Since N are O(T log D) and the terms of f mod (D,p j 0 ) is no more than T , we need O(T 2 log D) bit operations. Now we show the complexity of step 5. In step b, we need to find terms of U 
is no more than T , it needs O ∼ (T 2 log D) ring operations.
In step e, we need update f j . It needs #s operations to obtain s mod (D,p j ) . Since we need update N 1 + N 2 − 1 polynomials, the ring operations are O(#s (N 1 + N 2 ) ).
In step f , we can update #f j together with step e. So the ring operations are O(#s(N 1 + N 2 )).
Since we at most recursive log 2 t times of step 5 and the sum of #s is t, the total ring operations of Step 5 are O ∼ (T 2 log D) and the bit operations are O ∼ (T log 2 D). So we prove the theorem.
For an n-variate polynomial f of degree D, we can use the Kronecker substitution [12] to reduce the interpolation of f to that of a univariate polynomial of degree D n , which can be computed with Algorithm 4.5. By Theorem 4.6, we have Theorem 4.7 For a straight-line polynomial f ∈ Q[X], we can find f using O ∼ (Ln 2 T 2 log 2 D+ Ln 3 T log 3 D) ring operations in R. Besides this, we still need O ∼ (n 2 T log 2 D + nT 2 log D) bit operations.
Deterministic multivariate polynomial interpolation
In this section, we will give a new multivariate algorithm which is quadratic in n, while the algorithm given in Theorem 4.7 is cubic in n. The algorithm works as follows. First, we use Theorem 3.4 to find an "ok" prime p for f . Then, we use some new substitutions to find some candidate terms of f . Finally, we use Theorem 2.4 to identify the terms of f from the candidate terms.
Recovering terms from module
Let f be an SLP multivariate polynomial, M f the set of terms in f , t = #f , D > deg(f ), T ≥ #f , and p ∈ N >0 . Consider the substitutions:
where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, f (D,p) comes from the substitutions x i = x mod(D i−1 ,p) , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and f (D,p,k) comes from the substitutions
. Similar to Definition 2.1, we can define the concepts of a term cm being a collision in
Let k 0 be the integer such that
. . , n, we can write
Similar to (3), we define the following key notation
M2 :
. . , n.
M3 : Expand
In M3, we expand B i as a D-adic number. D i−1 , p) , where a 1 x d 1 is defined in (6) . Similar to Lemma 2.2, it is easy to show that cm is also not a collision in f (D,p) and in f (D,p,k) . Hence, 
where for i = 1, 2, . . . , γ, mod(u i , p) = mod(b k,i , p) = d i and there exist at least two terms c 1 x s i,1 , c 2 x s i,2 in f 1 or some f k,2 such that mod(s i,1 , p) = mod(s i,2 , p).
Step 2: Let S = {}.
Step 4 Return S. Proof. In Step 1, we need to depart the terms of f (D,p) and f (D,p,k) due to the degrees. It needs at most O ∼ (nt) arithmetic operations in R.
In step 3, we first consider the complexity of one cycle. In a, b, c, we all need O(n) operations. Since it runs at most t times of the cycle. So it totally needs O(nt) operations.
Since all the degrees are O(pD), the height of the data is O(log pD). So the bit operations are O ∼ (nt log pD).
The interpolation algorithm
Now we give the interpolation algorithm for multivariate polynomial. Output: The exact form of f .
Step 2: Choose N different primes p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p N .
n . c: Return h;
Step 4:
Step 5: Let α = max{#f mod j |j = 1, 2, . . . , N } and j 0 be the smallest number such that #f mod j 0 = α. Let h = 0.
Step 6: While α = 0 do 1, 2, . . . , N } and j 0 be the smallest number such that #f mod j 0 = α.
Step 6: Return h. Proof. Due to Step 3, we can assume that p k < D n for all k ≤ N . We probe N univariate interpolations in step 4. The degree of f mod (D,p i ) is at most p i − 1. Since the i-prime is O(i log i), from N 1 = n(T − 1) log 2 D , it probes O(nT log D) univariate polynomials with degrees less than O ∼ (nT log D). So the cost of probes in this step 4 is O ∼ (Ln 2 T 2 log 2 D).
By
Since every recursive of Step 5, half of terms in f are found, it at most runs log 2 t times of Step 5. So in a and c of step 5, it calls at most n log 2 t times of Algorithm UIPoly. Since the
, by Theorem 4.6, the ring operations in every Algorithm UIPoly are O ∼ (LT 2 log 2 (nDT ) + LT log 3 (nDT )). Beside this, it still need O ∼ (T log 2 (nDT )+T 2 log(nDT )) bit operations. So the total cost in Algorithm UIPoly is O ∼ (LnT 2 log 2 D + LnT log 3 D) ring operations in R and O ∼ (nT log 2 D + nT 2 log D) bit operations. Now we prove the rest complexity.
In step 4, we need to find the polynomial f mod j 0 with the largest terms. Since N are O(nT log D) and the terms of f mod j 0 is no more than T , we need O(nT 2 log D) bit operations. Now we show the complexity of step 5.
In step b, it needs O(n) operations to find k 0 .
In step d, we need to find terms of M f D,p j 0 . By Theorem 5.3, the bit complexity is O ∼ (nt log D).
In step e, we need to check #M
. As every check needs to compare N 1 + N 2 − 1 polynomials and to use N 1 + N 2 − 1 substitutions, the complexity is
needs O ∼ (n 2 T 2 log D) ring operations.
In step g, we need update f mod j . It needs n#s operations to obtain s mod (D,p j ) . Since we need update N polynomials, it needs O(n#sN ) ring operations.
Since we at most recursive log 2 t times of step 5 and the sum of #s is t, the total ring operations of step 5 are O ∼ (n 2 T 2 log D) and bit operations are O ∼ (nT log D). Now we consider the case: in Step 3, if p k > D n for some k ≤ N . In this case, we just probe one polynomial, which needs O ∼ (LnT log D) operations in R. Find all the degrees in b just need O ∼ (nT ) bit operations.
Monte Carlo interpolation algorithms
In this section, we give Monte Carlo interpolation algorithms for multivariate polynomials.
Find a "good integer"
Let f ∈ R[X] be a straight-line program multivariate polynomial with deg(f ) < D and #f ≤ T . An integer d is called a "good integer" for f and a given prime p, if all the terms in f are not collision in f mod (d,p) . In this section, we give a probabilistic algorithm to find a "good integer". The following fact is easy to verify.
, and p a prime such that p ≥ max{n, δ 1 , D}. Then for any integer δ satisfying δ 1 ≤ δ ≤ p, there exist at least δ − δ 1 good integers in [1, δ] for f and p.
= (e i,1 − e j,1 ) + (e i,2 − e j,2 )x + · · · + (e i,n − e j,n )x n−1 mod p, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, i < j
Since m i , m j are different monomials, at least one of e i,k − e j,k = 0, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Since
. We prove the claim. For a pair i, j(i < j) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, by Lemma 6.1, there are at most n − 1 integers d in [1, δ] such that L i,j (d) = 0. Since there exist at most
such pairs, we have at most δ 1 integers d in [1, δ] such that some L i,j (d) = 0. So there are at least δ − δ 1 integers in [1, δ] such that all L i,j (d) = 0 for i, j(i < j) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}. The theorem is proved.
The following theorem shows how to choose a good integer with high probability.
µ , n, D} a prime, and let 0 < µ < 1. An integer chosen at random in [1,
µ ] is a good integer for f and p with probability at least 1 − µ.
Proof. Let δ = δ 1 µ . By Lemma 6.2, at least δ − δ 1 integers in [1, δ] are good integers for p. So if we randomly choose an integer k in [1, δ] , the probability for k to be a good integer is no less than 1 − Proof. This lemma can be proved similar to Lemma 5.3.
Interpolation algorithms
We first consider interpolation over any computable ring. For the univariate interpolation algorithm, we use the following algorithm given in [2] , which is the fastest known algorithm over arbitrary rings.
, where R is any ring. Given any straight-line program of length L that computes f , and bounds T and D for the sparsity and degree of f , one can find all coefficients and exponents of f using O ∼ (LT log 3 D + LT log D log(1/ν)) ring operations in R, plus a similar number of bit operations. The algorithm is probabilistic of the Monte Carlo type: it can generate random bits at unit cost and on any invocation returns the correct answer with probability greater than 1 − ν, for a user-supplied tolerance 0 < ν < 1. We use PUniPoly 1 (f, T, D, ν) to denote this algorithm.
We now give the algorithm. Output: With probability at least 1 − µ, return f .
Step 2: Randomly choose an integer d in [1,
. Let p be a prime such that p ≥ max{ δ 1 ν , n, D}.
Step 4: Let S = TSterms(g, g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n , d, p, D). If S is failure, then return failure.
Step 5: Return s∈S s. Proof. We first show that Algorithm 6.8 returns the correct polynomial f with probability 
. . . , n, then by Lemma 6.4, S = M f and we return the correct polynomial f . So the probability of obtaining a correct polynomial is at least ( 
and (1 − ν) n+2 = 1 − µ. Now we analyse the complexity. In Step 2, since probabilistic machines flip coins to decide binary digits, each of these random choices can be simulated with a machine with complexity O(log
is O(log n + log 1/µ), which means that the bit complexity of Step 2 is O(log T + log n + log 1/µ).
In
Step 3, we call n + 1 times Algorithm PUniPoly 1 . Since the terms and degrees of
are respectively bounded by T and 2pD, by Theorem 6.7, the complexity of Step 3 is O ∼ (LnT log 3 (pD) + LnT log(pD) log 1/ν)) arithmetic operations in R and plus a similar number of bit operations. Since p is O(
. So the complexity of step 3 is O ∼ (LnT log 3 (D log 1 µ ) + LnT log D log 1/µ)) arithmetic operations in R and plus a similar number of bit operations.
Step 4, by Lemma 6.6, the complexity is O(nt) arithmetic operation in ring R and O(nt log pD) bit operations.
It is easy to see that the complexity is dominated by Step 3. The theorem is proved.
Remark 6.10 Set µ = 1/4. Then Algorithm 6.8 computes f with probability at lest We now consider interpolation over finite fields. Algorithm MulPoly can directly work for the finite field. The bit complexity will be O ∼ (LnT log 3 (D log 1 µ ) log q + LnT log D log q log 1/µ), where L is the size of the straight-line program f . In [3] , Arnold, Giesbrecht & Roche gave a new univariate interpolation algorithm for the finite field with better complexities. Replacing the univariate polynomial algorithm in [2] with the one in [3] in our Algorithm MulPoly, we obtain an algorithm with better complexities. We first recall the following result from [3] .
Theorem 6.11 [3] Let f ∈ F q [x] with at most T non-zero terms ad degree at most D, and let 0 < η ≤ 1 2 . Suppose we are given a straight-line program S f of length L that computes f . Then there exists an algorithm that interpolates f , with probability at least 1 − η, with a cost of O ∼ (LT log 2 D(log D + log q) log 1 η ) bit operation. The algorithm is named PUniPoly 2 (f, T, D, η).
Replacing Algorithm PUniPoly 1 with Algorithm PUniPoly 2 in Step 3 of Algorithm MulPoly, we have a multivariate interpolation algorithm for finite filed. We assume f can evaluate in an extension field of F q and have the following result.
Theorem 6.12 Let f ∈ F q [X] be given as a straight-line program, with at most T non-zero terms ad degree at most D, and let 0 ≤ µ < 1/2. Then we can interpolate f , with probability at least 1 − µ, with a cost of O ∼ (LnT log 2 D(log D + log q) log 1 µ ) bit operations.
Proof. The proof is the same as Theorem 6.9.
Experimental results
In this section, practical performances of the new algorithms implemented in Maple will be presented. The data are collected on a desktop with Windows system, 3.60GHz Core i7-4790 CPU, and 8GB RAM memory. The Maple codes can be found in http://www.mmrc.iss.ac.cn/~xgao/software/slppoly.zip
We randomly construct five polynomials, then regard them as SLP polynomials and reconstruct them with the Algorithm UIPoly and MPolySI. We do not collect the time of probes. We just test the time of recovering f from the univariate polynomial f mod (D,p) , f (D,p) and f k (D,p) . The average times for the five examples are collected. For Algorithm UIPoly, the relations between the running times and T, T 2 , T 3 are respectively given in Figures 1, 2, 3 
Conclusion
In this paper, we consider sparse interpolation for SLP polynomials. The main contributions are two deterministic algorithms which work over any computable rings and have lower In order to have a deterministic algorithm, we give a criterion for checking whether a term belongs to an SLP polynomial. We also give a deterministic method to find a "good" prime p in the sense that at least half of the terms in f are not a collision in f mod (D,p) . Finally, a new Kronecker type substitution to reduce multivariate polynomial interpolation to univariate polynomial interpolation. Finally, these new ideas are also used to give new sparse interpolation algorithms for black box polynomials [8] .
